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SUMMARY

The paper describes the on-site dynamic tests carried out on the PEC fast

reactor building, using various excitation methods (two eccentric back-

-rotating-mass mechanical vibrator, blasting in bore-hole, hydraulic actuators

at the building foundations). It points out the purposes of the four tests

campaigns performed at various construction stages and reports the main

experimental results. These results concern both the design safety margins

and the data for the validation of the three-dimensional numerical model of

the reactor building, including soil-structure interaction phenomena.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The numerical and experimental studies, performed in the years 1981-1982 to

verify the adequacy of the PEC reactor-block design, demonstrated the need of

design modifications in order to improve the core behaviour in an earthquake

(1]. Due to the advanced construction stage of the reactor building and the

fact the main vessel had already been mounted, it was necessary to insert a

core-restraint ring in the vessel and to attach a second level of thick pads

to all the core elements: this limits core element seismic motions to values

compatible with scram feasibility. The adequacy of the new design solution was

demonstrated in the case that the first natural frequency of the reactor build-

ing corresponds to about 10 Hz, as evaluated in the building design analysis

with a lumped-mass model.

However, such simplified methods may be affected by non-negligible uncertain-

ties; furthermore, an important role can be plaid by soil-structure inter-

action phenomena; and finally the PEC reactor-block response -and consequently

that of the core- were demonstrated to be rather sensitive to the excitation

frequency content. In fact, the reactor-block seismic motion (characterized

by natural frequencies of 56 Hz) would be quite amplified in the case that

the reactor building first natural frequency is considerably lower than the

design value. Thus, it was decided to perform a detailed study on the reactor

building dynamic response to check the design analysis and evaluate safety mar-

gins. This study consisted in on-site tests and the development and applica-

tion of a three-dimensional numerical model of the reactor building, taking

into account soil-structure interaction.

This paper deals wth the experimental part of the work, which allowed the

structural response to be directly characterized and also provided the data

for the validation and calibration of the numerical model discussed in ref.[2].

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE

The PEC reactor building has a height of about 28 m and a diameter of about 23

m, and is housed in a steel cylindrical container resting on a reinforced con-

crete foundation raft. Heavy concrete solid blocks were poured inside the con-

tainer un to about half container height.

Thus the building structure supporting components is rather massive. It should

be noted that the building structure is far from being axisymmetric and that

several other structures of huge mass have been built around the reactor uild-

in.- (a schematic plan of the power plant buildings is shown in Figs. 12).
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Fig. 1 General view of the power

plant buildings

Fig. 3 Two eccentric back-rotating-

mass mechanical vibrator

Fig. 2 Schematic plan of the power plant

buildings-Measuring instrumentation on

the Sodium Building, on the General

Services and Control Building on the

Fuel Element Handling Building

3. TESTING TECHNIQUES

3.1 Excitation methods

To excite the reactor building use has been made of three different excitation

methods [3,A,5]:

a) a two eccentric back-rotating-mass mechanical vibrator (Fig. 3), capable

of delivering sinusoidal forces of slowly adjustable frequency within the

seismic range up to a maximum value of 100 kN. The equipment was rigidly

connected with the structure at the concerned floors;

b) hydraulic actuators, installed between the foundations of the reactor

building (ER) and those of the adjacent fuel element handling building

(EMC), used to apply sinusoidal forces up to a maximum value of 2500 kN

(a sketch of ER and EMC foundations in the excitation area is shown in

Fig. 4);

c) blasting in bore-hole by explosions of two charges of 300 kg TNT at about

2 km from the reactor.
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Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the Reactor Building (ER) and of the Fuel

Element Handling Building (EMC) Foundations at the excitation area

3.2 Experimental campaigns

In situ tests have been performed from 1983 to 1985. Within this time span

the construction of the reactor building was completed as far as the civil

works and some important mechanical components were installed.

Preliminary forced vibration tests were performed in September 1983 and March

1984 (after some recordings of ambient vibrations), with the purpose of get-

ting a first check of the design, according to chapter 1. The final tests were

carried out in 1985, ending in November.

The preliminary investigations were conducted by exciting the structure with a

series of horizontal and vertical forces produced by a mechanical shaker ins-

talled time by time in seven different positions (from A to G in Fig.5 at

elevation 60 m (plane of working area). Some of these tests were also car-

ried out at about 1.0 m above the foundation (el. - 56 m) to check the signif-

icancy of an excitation at the base of the building (positions H and . Dur-

ing the preliminary tests no use was done of hydraulic excitation at the foun-

dation.

The first tests which have been carried out in 1985, after completion of the

reactor building, concerned blasting in bore-hole. These tests took advantage

of a geophysical investigation programme performed in the neighborhood of the

site.

The vibrations were induced by two explosions of 300 kg TNT at about 2 km

South-West from the site and a depth of 60 m.
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Fig. Sketch of the PEC Reactor Building. Excitation
positions and directions of mechanical shaker in the
in-situ tests. Instrumentation axial positions

The final tests were conducted in November 1985 by both exciting the reactor

building at the working area level by use of a mechanical vibration generator

(installed, time by time, in six different positions, from A to G of Fig. 

except position B) and by means of hydraulic actuators located at the reactor

buildin- foundations.

This last kind of investigation was limited to a single direction, due to ac-

cessibility problems for the actuators installation; in fact, a suitable area

for the installation of the hydraulic actuators had to be created on purpose,

by omitting the construction of a part of the structural "tooth" of the fuel

element handling building (Fig. 4 which should have been placed on the re-

actor building foundations. In this way, it was possible to create a joint

for the installation of the hydraulic actuators (Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7 Seism- •

reactor building
the

Fig. 6 Installation of the hy ur.u; i ic

actuators

3.3 Response measurements

Fig. 8 Accelerometer on the steel

containerDuring preliminary tests the measuring

instrumentation of relevant vibrations

was carried out by means of a 25-unit

seismometer network installed inside the

building, and accelerometers set on the

steel container. In the final tests, the

dynamic response of the reactor building

was measured by means of a 42-unit seis-

mometer network (some positions are

shown in Figs. 5,7). In addition 8 ac-

celerometers were located on Che steel

container (Fig.8), and 5 transducers (3

accelerometers and 2 seismometers) were

used to check vibration levels reached

during the tests on the rotating plug,

the fuel charging channel and the pri-

mary sodium piping (some transducers are

shown in Fig. 9).

Furthermore, the dynamic responses of the structures which have been built

around the reactor building were measured by means of a 18-unit seismometer

network inside the fuel element handling building and a 3-unit seismometer net-

work at the top of the sodium building as well as at the top of the general

services and control building (Fig. 2).

Fig. 9 Transducers on the rotating

plug
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3.4 Recording and analysis instrumentation

Recording and analysis, partly in real-time, of the results were performed by

means of an automatic system mainly composed of an analog/digital converter, a

computer and mass memories.
By this system, it has been possible to correlate in the frequency domain, the

excitation with response (transfer functions).
Figs. 10, 11 show, as an example, some transfer functions obtained during the

three testing campaigns carried out.
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Fig. 10 Examples of transfer functions measured during the three in-situ

tests by a mechanical exciter
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In particular Fig. 10 concerns dynamic responses obtained by a mechanical shak-

er, while Fig. 11 concerns transfer functions at different elevations on the

same sensitivity axis obtained by hydraulic actuators in the two orthogonal

planes taken as reference (North-South and East-West).
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Fig. 11 Examples of transfer functions measured during the final in situ tests
(november 1985) by hydraulic actuators
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

4.1 General comments on the results

Basing on the analysis of the recorded data, the following considerations may

be drawn:

- investigations carried out have indicated the possibility of getting reli-

able measurements of transfer functions, even if the exciting equipment

were not particularly powerful, by transducers of marked sensitivity.

Tests carried out in March 1984 and November 1985 by means of a mechanical

shaker were characterized by forces at low frequencies which were higher

than those applied in September 1983 (see Fig. 12): this made it possible

the response curves to be accurately defined at these frequency values

also.

The excitation at the foundations by means of hydraulic actuators first of

all provides the possibility of using such dynamic loads to easure the

transfer functions of the building. This type of excitation tools, if in-

stalled permanently, could be used to test, for verification purposes, the

behaviour of specific components, restraints, anchors, supports after

their installation.

Fig. 13 shows the dynamic force applied during the excitation at the foun-

dations;

NOVEMBER 5
100- MARCH 84

Z
L.J / Zo -

LU so

EMBER 83
0

0
0 I'd i's 20

FREQUENCY Hz]

Fig. 12 Dynamic forces applied during the tests by mechanical
exciter
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Fig. 13 Dynamic force applied during the excitation at foundation

by means of flat jacks

structural responses resulted to be considerably different (both in terms

of natural frequencies and amplifications) in the three successive periods

in which the structure was tested. Indeed, while in September 1983 pours

were being completed up to the working area level, in March 1984 the fuel

transfer cell was poured (concrete structure sited above the aforemention-

ed elevation) and in November 1985 all the casts inside the reactor build-

ing as well as inside the adjacent structures were finished. According to

both the experimental data and the numerical evaluations, the fuel trans-

fer cell has a remarkable effect on the dynamic response of the building;

the analysis of collected functions (Fig. 10) shows first amplification

peaks in the range included between 14 and 15 Hz in September 1983,

between 12.5 and 13.5 Hz in March 1984, and between 90 and 92 Hz in

November 1985;

the tests which have been performed by blasting in bore-hole took advant-

age of a geophysical investigation programme which was underway in the

neighborhood of the site. The vibrations induced by explosions have been

recorded at different locations in the building, at the surface free field

conditions and in depth at the site. The fundamental vibration levels

which have been recorded are given hereafter:

at the surface in the free field conditions the maximum horizontal

velocity was equal to 0.005 cm/s and the maximum vertical velocity was

equal to 0004 cm/s;

at the depth of 30 m in the free field conditions the maximum horizon-

tal velocity was equal to 0002 cm/s;

at the elevation 6.0 m of the reactor building the maximum velocity

was 0.015 cm/s;

the maximum horizontal acceleration of the steel container at the elev-

ation 15.0 m was about 6 cm/s/s.
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4.2 Modal analysis

NORTH-SOUTH EXCITATION

A detailed analysis of the MODE n. 1 P9

transfer functions obtained
P5

during the final tests allow :d P3

the natural frequencies a d P7

the modal shapes of the first Pi

modes of the structure t be

determined. Comparing the Oes- P9

ponse at the various monitored Z 2'ECS

elevations, we come to the -0
0 NORTH-SOUTH 3'EMC

conclusion that these amplifi- �2 Hz
E 6

cations correspond to struc- 2 le,

tural deformation modes of the MODEn.3
a-

building that are not sole >_

ascribable to rigid body move- 7
AM 
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The dynamic response in the

two orthogonal planes seem to

be enough similar as far a.

the first two amplifications [EAST-WEST

peaks are concerned, while it NOR

2 18is considerably different for FREQUENCY IHzJ

the upper amplification peaks

which lie at about 16.7 Hz in Fig. 14 Experimental rrrdal shapes: ist and tiird mode

the plane N-S, and at about MODE n. 2 EAST-WEST EXCITATION

21.0 and 21.7 Hz in the plane

E-W, respectively. Figs. 14

15, 16 show schematically the
components in the planes S /P5 3

P7

and E-W of the first five ex- Pi

perimental modal shapes which

have been described by the P�
7-motions of the nine 1 umped

masses constituting the model NORTH-SOUTH --

by which the structure has NORTH J_� 9,2 Hz.
E 2

been represented (see chapter P9

5). In particular on the right

side of such drawings the cor-

responding experimental trans- Z

fer functions, that concern

direct and interpolated meas- 9,2 Hz

ures along directions N-S and

E-W at different elevations on

the central vertical axis of EAST EAST-WEST

the reactor building, are re-

ported. 2 FREQUENCY (Hz] 18

Fig. 15 Experimental modal shapes: second mde
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Finally, it is worth noting that the third, fourth and fifth amplification

peaks correspond to a modal shape tipycal of the second mode of a cantilever

beam; in all cases the nodal points lie on the fuel transfer cell in both

orthogonal planes, as shown in Figs. 14, 16.

4.3 Building-to-building

interaction

Less marked amplification

peaks are found close to the

modal frequencies of the

structure, some of them are

due to interactions between
the structures built around MODE nn. 45 EXCITATION POSITION E

the reactor building and the

reactor building itself. P9

In particular Fig. 14 illus-

trates how the reactor build -
ing response feels the effect P 7

of the dynamic motions of the Pi Pi

adjacent buildings, by showing T7p the second mode of the general 7 5
"P9 21.0 Hz .7 Hzservices and control building NORTH E NORTH-SOUTH

(15.3 Hz) and the third mode
2.5

of the fuel element handling 22.5
0-

building 16.1 Hz).
Fig. 17 reports the amplitude

0of the transfer functions re-

levant to the 3-unit scismom- P9P7 P5
eter networks installed at the 13

top of the three adjacent "PI P7
buildings (as shown in Fig.2). P3

An analysis of these experi-
mental curves, showing the EAST-WEST 21.0 1zEAST
significant vibrational level 2.5 FREQUENCY [Hz] 22.5
induced in the adjacent struc-
tures when the reactor build- Fig. 16 xperimental modal shapes: fourth and fifth mode

ing is excited, allowed a

small but not completely ne-

gligible building-to-building

interaction to be displaied.
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Fig. 17 Transfer functions relevant to the 3-unit seismometers networks at te

tup of the three adjacent buildings

5. DETERMINATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL "SOIL IMPEDANCE MATRIX"

5.1 Applied methodology

The soil behaviour can be described by the "soil impedance matrix" evaluated

from the results of the final experimental tests, according to the following

procedure 7:

- the soil is considered as an elastic, linear system;

- the possible building-to-building interaction is neglected;

I- �X (f 3 is the column matrix that represents the six independent movements
f

of the reactor building foundation which has been considered as a rigid

body. No relative movement can exist between soil and reactor building in

the contact point at the bottom of the structure foundation. That is to

say, the soil movement in the contact point with the reactor building is

equal to the foundation movement in that point;
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�N(f ) is the column matrix that represents the forces acting on the soil

if external forces are applied to the reactor building. This column has

the following expression:

tN(f)� = [T ]T ( �F(f 7 - [M.] A(f

where [ F ( f ) are the external f orces and [M are the inertia
s ��A(f �

forces. More precisely (M is the mass-matrix of the structure and

k M� represents the absolute accelerations of the nine lumped masses by
which the reactor building has been described.

These lumped masses have been obtained by defining structure layers sep-

arated by horizontal planes and assuming that these layers behave as rigid

bodies;

in this way the soil impedance matrix is related to vectors LN(f and

X f(03 by the following relation:

�N(f) = Z(f)] X f (f )3 (2)

where [Z(f)] is the (6x6) symmetric "soil impedance matrix". In general it

is a fully populated matrix;

therefore, for each excitation test carried out, the following equation

can be written:

[Z(f) = [T] T QF(f)j - [M �A(Q) ' Xf"C' (3)

s I - -

Obviously, since in general the unknown functions are 36 21 if the sym-

metry of the matrix Z(f)] is considered), at least six independent exci-

tation force vectors are needed.

5.2 Results

By integration of eq. 3 the 36 functions Z (f) (ij� XYZTx,�Y,�Z of
the soil-impedance matrix have been evaluated.

Fig. 18 shows the significant elements of the soil-impedance matrix which have

been used in the subsequent steps of the analysis.

Fig. 19 shows the real and the imaginary parts of the six elements of the main

diagonal of the matrix.

The impedance functions are in general characterized by a sufficiently regular

behaviour; the real part is quasi-constant with increasing frequency, while
the imaginary part varies linearly.

The behaviour can be described by the following analytical correlation:

Z. .(f) = K. . + 27rifb. (4)
it3 113 1,i

Eq. 4 correponds to a single-degree of freedom mass-spring model of the

soil, in which:

K = equivalent stiffness
bij = equivalent viscous damping

ij
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Therefore, the experimental impedance functions have been approximated by use

of the equations:

PR [Z. (f) = K.
Ili Ilj (5)

Pi [Z i'j (f) = 2b i'j

where PR and PI are the real and the

imaginary parts of the function. The zXX Z)2 Z-fl

least square method has been used for

obtaining the best approximation. zYY IT zyfz
The values determined in this way are

reported in table 1. LO zzz zzr ZZTY
By use of these values, the approxi- [Z(W)]

mated analytical impedance functions zYTX ZZIX ZrT 7,f YTz

could be easily derived: such func-

tions are also shown in Fig. 19, to- ZXT( 12fy Y
gether with the experimental values. ZTYT

I ZYYZ �Yf LT TZ

Fig. 18 Significant elements of the soil
impedance matrix used in the analysis

VALUES OF THE SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS
OF THE SOIL-IMPEDANCE MATRIX izWl

Kij bij

K., 5,9 1011 N/. 515 107 N/(./S)

KYy = 9j4 1011 N/m by, y = 620 .107 N/(./s)

K�, z = 6,7 1011 N/. bzz = 540 -107 N/(./s)

Ky., y. = 6,8 101 3 N./,.d bj., yx = 289 10P W(md/s)

XTY, Ty = 5,8 101 3 N./rad byyyy = 252 109 W (rad/s)

Ky Z Z = 8,2 101 3 N./rad blzqz = 520 109 W(md/s)

Kx Ty � 24,9 loll N/rad bx,?y = -23,5.109 W(racVs)

Ky,�x = 34,7 1011 N/rad byj. = 27,6 10 N/(rad/s)

Kxz = - 35 .1011 N1. bx, z = -19 107 N/ (Ws)

Kyyz =-20,6 1011 N/rad byTz = -17, 1 1CP N/ rad/s)

Kzlx = 6,0 1011 N/rad bzT. = -3,5- 10P W(rad/.)

KzTy = 2,4 1011 N/,.d bz,?y = -3,9. 10P N/(r-.d/s)

Kfxfz = 165 1011 Nm/rad t�xq� = -lC7,2-ICP W(rad/s)

Table Equivalent stiffnesses and viscous dampings
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Fig. 19 Real and Imaginary parts of the six elements of the main diagonal of

the impedance matrix
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For evaluating the reliability of the assumption relevant to the linear behav-

iour of the soil, Fig. 20 shows the experimental correlation between applied

moments M (f), M (f) and foundation rotations (;' (f), �Y(f), according to the
x y �x

following equations:

K M' (f = PR [M (f)]
1'x"'x x x

(f = PR [M MI
y (6)

b�q (f)' (f) = PI [M (01
X'Ix x

�_Y f M = PI [M Mj

The values of "K" and "b" obtained from the experimental data, which have been

approximated by means of straight lines using the least square method, confirm

that the soil behaviour - at least within the limits, rather broad however,

reached by the loads during the tests is practically linear.

0 0

K,,

0N O ROTATION I'PXI 0.8 clc -0 ROTATION I'fYl' 0.8

0 b,,,,= 2 E9 E, tm_�
OD

L

0

ANGULAR VEL.OCITY rXj 0.3

Fig. 20 Experimental correlation between applied loadings and foundation motions
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6. DIRECT DETERMINATION OF FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA

6.1 Applied methodology

For the direct evaluation of the seismic reactor building response, the trans-

fer matrix [R(f)], which connects the absolute response ��A(fd of the struc-

ture to the free-field earthquake (a(f)3 by the equation:

(f [R(f)] a(f (7)
A

must be defined and determined.

The transfer matrix [R(f)] can be evaluated from the results of the final ex-

perimental tests, according to the following procedure:

the structure is considered as an elastic, linear system;

(f)] is the matrix which relates the relative accelerations
R ��R(f)� of

the reactor bulding to the column matrix M� . In this way the absolute
f

accelerations Q can be calculated by use of the equation:

M� = [H MI X f)� + [T] J�fm� (8)
'A �) R L f

the six independent seismic movements of the reactor building foundation

are given from the next expression:

[aq +[-(f)]-1 I
z -[I] [M (9)

S) ��A"O

(where: Zf)]_1 =-(27Tf)2 [Z(f)]-I

on the basis of the equations (8) and 9 the correlation between the

transfer matrix [(f)] and the remaining typical system matrices, can be

defined:

[R(f)] = ([I] + ([H (f)] + [T])[Z(f)] [T] [M 1) QH (f)]+[TI) (10)
R S R

(where [I] is the unit matrix)

To make use of eq. (10) the knowledge of the transfer matrix [H R (f)] is requir-

ed. It can be calculated by the use of the following expression:

�ok T
k' � (-[M SI[TI)

[HR(f)]= 2kA k T k 2
I 0 M 0 [0_(f /f) ) + 2ib (f /01

S k k k

(where: f b and �ok are the modal parameters of the reactor building and
k k

"M" is the number of the modes which have been estimated) that correlates the

matrix to the modal parameters of the fixed base structure.

An experimental-numerical methodology allowed these modal parameters to be

determined on the basis of the experimental data and by the evaluation of the

seismic and of the applied loads partecipation coefficients.
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6.2 Results

Basing on the design free-field time histories ad by use of the eq. 7 the

absolute accelerations at several elevations of te reactor building have been

calculated.
In particular, to follow the methodology applied in the design analysis, the

structure has been separately excited along the three considered directions

01-S, E14, and vertical); subsequently, by calculating the square root of the

sum of the single squared spectra, the resulting floor response spectra have

been evaluated.

The floor response spectra obtained by the experimental results and those

computed in the design analysis performed by ANSALDO using a beam model ok the
building, have been compared.

Fig. 21 shows, as an example, the horizontal and vertical spectra at the

foundation level 12.75 m), at the vessel supporting floor (0.00 m) and at
the orino level (5.50 m) (the N-S design value at the foundation level was

not calculated).

The 'Horizontal response spectra are in eneral larger in design analysis, at

least for frequencies relevant to te reactor block seismic behaviour.

Higher experimental values in the vertical direction generally correspond to
rocking effects neglected in the esign analysis that represents the building

response on the reactor ais.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The detailed on-site experimental program carried out on the PEC fast reactor

building has been described, together with the method adopted for assessing

the soil impedance matrix and directly estimating the floor response spectra
of the structure.

A detailed modal analysis of the reactor buildin.g was possible on the basis of

the experimental results; these also enabled the first natural frequencies of

the adjacent buildings to be determined and the buildin.--to-building interac-

tion to be classified.

The significancy of dynamic on-site tests was demonstrated in spite of the low

excitation level applied. All the excitation techniques adopted led to coher-

ent results. The use of hydraulic jacks at the reactor building foundations

showed to be a very promising technique, expecially if the possibility of such

excitation type is foreseen in the reactor design phase.

The instrumentation utilized in the tests behaved in an excellent way. A large

number of transducers was necessary: the number adopted was correct in order

to describe the structure response with the due detail.

The natural frequencies measured after reactor building completion are in good

agreement with the values calculated in the design analysis: this confirms the

adequacy of the adopted reactor-block design solutions. The soil-structure

interaction effects are sall but not completely negligible.

The important role of the upper part of the reactor building (transfer cell)

was shown. Modal sapes appear to be very similar in the two horizontal

directions in spite of structure asymmetry. They are essentially due to

structural deformations.
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The floor response spectra directly determined on the basis of the experimen-

tal results have been compared to the design values: this comparison usually

shows larger design horizontal spectra; higher experimental values in the ver-

tical direction generally corresponds to rocking effects neglected in the

design analysis that represents the building response on the reactor axis.

The experimental results allowed the necessary data to be provided for the

validation of the three-dimensional model of the reactor building and the

description of soil-structure interaction by use of such model in terms of

stiffness and damping 2.

Finally, it is worth noting that the experimental data, obtained by forced

vibration tests, allow a general characterization of the structure to be

established which could be useful for a comparison with the results of

possible subsequent investigations, such as those which might be performed on

the basis of data obtained through the seismic monitoring system 681.
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